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LIVINGSTON COUNTY 4-H
CLOTHING BUYMANSHIP PROJECT BOOK

NAJJE _

4-H CLUB _

4-H AGE YEAR IN THIS PROJECT -------

TOTAL COST OF PROJECT TOTAL SAVED --------

Attach a color photograph here
of you wearing the outfit you

selected and purchased as
your Buymanship project.

All receipts for items purchased need to be attached or included with this form.

Revised 2009



Your decisions and reasons for selecting and purchasing your outfit are important.
Consider your reasons for purchasing this outfit when answering the following questions.

1. Did you buy this outfit for a specific occasion? If yes, please describe.

2. List other places or occasions for which you feel this outfit has been, or will be,
appropriate and why. If there are none, please state why.

3. Does this outfit coordinate with or extend your present wardrobe? Please explain
why, or why not.

4. Do you consider this outfit a worthwhile investment? Explain why or why not.

5. Describe the quality of workmanship in the construction of the garrnent(s) (seams,
fasteners, hems, pattern matching, etc.)



6. Fiber content and care labels on clothing are required by federal regulations. Please
write the label information below. (If labels were missing, indicate that.)

Item Fiber Content Permanent Care Brand/Manufacturer's Origin
Label Name

7. Make an itemized list of the costs of this outfit. Include the price of all individual
garments, including accessories and shoes (if purchased as part of this project). Please
show the total paid for your outfit. Total cannot exceed $25.00 including tax and
be sure to attach or include your receipts.

Garments & Accessories Original Price Your Cost
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8. Choose one part of your outfit and estimate the number of times you will wear it in a
year. Divide the cost ofthis item by the number of times you expect to wear the item
to find the "cost per wearing." Based on the "cost per wearing," was the price you
paid a good price? Explain.

Parts of this form are taken from Clothes, $$$ and Sense 4-H Project. Michigan 4-H Youth
Programs, Cooperative Extension Service, Michigan State University. FBUYMAN9


